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Jewish organizations behind Al Manar ban in France

 

Robert Faurisson

 
TEHRAN (MNA) -- The Mehr News Agency [MNA] recently conducted an interview with Professor Robert Faurisson, a former
[professor] of Lyon University, about France's decision to ban the Al Manar satellite television network. Following is the text of the
interview:

MNA: France's highest administrative court, the Council of State, last week moved decisively to ban Al Manar television, alleging that
the network had repeatedly violated the country's anti-hate laws and ignored its own pledge to avoid making anti-Semitic
statements. What is your view of the decision?

Faurisson: Unfortunately, it is totally normal. In France, Jewish organizations get whatever they demand. And especially the Conseil
Représentatif des Institutions Juives de France (CRIF), headed by former banker Roger Cukierman, who was very instrumental in the
campaign against Al Manar.

MNA: Do you think the Zionist lobby in the U.S. influenced France's decision to ban Al Manar?

Faurisson: In France Jewish power is even stronger than in the USA. In France it is our lobby N° 1. Nobody dares to speak out
against those people because of their alleged "Holocaust".

MNA: France claims it is a pioneer in freedom of expression, so how do you evaluate this claim? Isn't the recent decision against
freedom of expression and human dignity?

Faurisson: Please, don't be naive! In 1789, France said: "Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité." Three years afterwards, France began massive
killings of French citizens in the name of "Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité". It is an old tradition to say something and to do the contrary.
In the Book of Laws, we have one sentence to say that freedom of opinion, of press, of research is a principle and then we have
pages and pages for explaining that that freedom is so important that it needs to be protected by dozens of prohibitions, exceptions,
bans, etc.

MNA: Actually, France doesn't respect the rights of its citizens, as it has banned the hijab (Islamic headscarf) in public schools. How
do you assess that?

Faurisson: Because Jews, in a certain way, are used to treating the French as they treat Palestinians. The difference is that
Palestinians refuse to obey the Jews, whereas the French obey the Jews, once more because of the Big Lie of the alleged "Holocaust",
in which unfortunately they seem to believe. The alleged "Holocaust" of the Jews is the sword and the shield of the Jewish tyranny all
over the world. Destroy it!

Send your questions and comments to: [email protected]

Professor Faurisson's remarks (December 20)

Hosein Amiri conducted that interview on December 15 for Mehr News Agency (MNA). On December 19, he sent me that article of
Tehran Times and added: "This news agency will be happy to publish Revisionists' points of view. You can reach us at
http://mehrnews.com./fa/". On December 20, the interview was reproduced by the Middle East Media Research Institute (MEMRI),
http://www.memri.org (Special Dispatch N° 831).

Tehran Times, December 19, 2004, http://www.tehrantimes.com

December 19, 2004

This text has been displayed on the Net, and forwarded to you as a tool for educational purpose, further research, on a non commercial and fair use
basis, by the International Secretariat of the Association des Anciens Amateurs de Recits de Guerres et d'Holocaustes (AAARGH). The E-mail of the
Secretariat is <aaarghinternational - at - hotmail.com. Mail can be sent at PO Box 81475, Chicago, IL 60681-0475, USA..
We see the act of displaying a written document on Internet as the equivalent to displaying it on the shelves of a public library. It costs us a modicum of
labor and money. The only benefit accrues to the reader who, we surmise, thinks by himself. A reader looks for a document on the Web at his or her own
risks. As for the author, there is no reason to suppose that he or she shares any responsibilty for other writings displayed on this Site. Because laws
enforcing a specific censorship on some historical question apply in various countries (Germany, France, Israel, Switzerland, Canada, and others) we do
not ask their permission from authors living in thoses places: they wouldn't have the freedom to consent.
We believe we are protected by the Human Rights Charter:

ARTICLE 19. <Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.>The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948, in Paris.
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